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Air Brake Study Guide
Prepares examinees for the Commercial Drivers License
exam. Includes topics on safety, driving conditions,
control of vehicles, hazardous materials transport, air
brakes, federal regulations, and more.
REA’s Commercial Driver's License (CDL) Test Prep
Puts You in the Driver’s Seat! Updated 6th Edition
Looking to get your CDL and start a new and profitable
career? REA can get you headed in the right direction!
Commercial drivers are in high demand across the
United States, and a high score on the CDL vastly
improves your chances for landing the job you want. This
updated sixth edition of our top-selling test prep offers
complete preparation for both the bus and truck driver
licensing exams. Based on the current CDL exams,
REA’s Commercial Driver's License test prep focuses
on what you need to know. Easy-to-follow review
chapters cover all the topics tested on the exams,
including: · General Knowledge · Passenger Transport ·
Combination Vehicles · Hazardous Materials · Tankers ·
Doubles/Triples · School Bus · Air Brakes · Metal Coil
Checklists, diagrams, and definitions of must-know terms
help reinforce your knowledge and skills as you study.
This complete CDL test prep package features the latest
information on the testing and licensing requirements in
all 50 states. Learn the facts about the Commercial
Motor Vehicle Safety Act, Rules, and Licensing, so you’ll
be well informed on the rules of the road. The book
contains 9 practice tests that cover the entire scope of
the CDL exams. Each practice test comes complete with
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detailed answer explanations. Unlike other test preps, we
don’t just say which answers are right, we explain why
the other choices are wrong, giving you the context and
confidence that will give you a valuable edge on test day.
REA’s CDL test prep is a must for anyone preparing for
this career-building exam!
Provides an overview of the air brake system and
practice questions with answers for the air brake
endorsement test.
CDL flashcard contains about 400 commercial driver's
license test question and answers. Questions cover so
many areas such as general knowledge test questions,
pre-trip inspection test questions hazard materials test
questions and others. You will find in this book real-time
CDL test questions that will help you in answering the
question on CDL test correctly. This book is divided into
eight chapters they are General knowledge test
questions and answers Pre-trip inspection test questions
and answers Air brakes test questions and answers
Combination vehicles test questions and answers
Double and triple combination vehicles test questions
and answers Hazard material test questions and
answers Passengers and school bus vehicle test
questions and answers and Tank vehicle test question
and answers. Each chapter contains questions of a
particular endorsement to help test takers pass their
endorsement test at first try.
This CDL practice test study guide contains air brake
system information for those who drive vehicles with air
brakes; therefore needing an "Air Brakes" endorsement
on their CDL license. Air Brakes written exam practice
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test questions and answers.
This CDL practice test study guide contains information
for those who drive a school bus; therefore needing a
School Bus Endorsement on their CDL license. School
Bus Endorsement written exam practice test questions
and answers.
A commercial driving license (CDL) is a driver's license
you must acquire before you can operate large, heavy
and hazardous material vehicles for commercial
purposes. All drivers of CDV (commercial motor vehicle)
in the United States of American are required to have a
CDL. In order to get this particular license, you must first
take and pass the CDL knowledge and skill exams. As
you are getting close to taking your exam, effective
preparations becomes very crucial. Thankfully you have
acquired this book to help you get prepared. Using this
book correctly will not only help you to prepare very well
but it will also help you to pass your entire test
successfully.This study guide is made up of several
important sections that will help you to be successful in
your exam. It contains tips about exam-taking strategies.
Having a great knowledge about a commercial driving
vehicle is not always enough that is why some people
with great information about CDL still struggle during
exams. The tips about the exam-taking strategy will
equip you to know how to read, assess and answer test
questions accurately.A greater part of this guide contains
similar questions and answers you should expect on
your exam day, this is to enable you to get used to as
many questions as possible ahead of time. The test
questions include; General knowledge test Air brake test
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Combination vehicle test, School bus test Hazardous
material test Tank vehicle test Double and Triple test.Pretrip inspection test Passenger vehicle testThe total
questions from all the test is about 420 questions and
correct answers are provided at the end of each test.
The information contain in this guide is for both
knowledge and skill test. You can take the general
knowledge practice test and any other practical
endorsement test that apply to your vehicle type. This
guide also contains a detail explanation of some key
elements of CDL, such as Safe driving, Vehicle
inspection, Transportation of cargos, Transportation of
passengers, Air brake system, coupling and uncoupling
of combination vehicle, Tank vehicle as well as loading
and unloading of hazardous material vehicle. Your
success in the CDL exam is guaranteed, when you
prepare and master all the questions in this study guide
and take advantage of the test-taking strategies.
This CDL practice test study guide contains information
for those who drive tank vehicles; therefore needing a
Tank Vehicle Endorsement on their CDL license. Tank
Vehicle Endorsement written exam practice test
questions and answers.
This CDL Practice Test Study Guide combines all 8 of
our individual CDL Practice Test Study Guides into 1
complete written exam practice test study guide that
covers: General Knowledge, Air Brakes, Combination
Vehicles, Double/Triple Trailers, Hazmat, Tank Vehicle,
Passenger, and School Bus.
This CDL practice test study guide contains information
for the Double/Triple Trailers Endorsement.
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Double/Triple Trailers Endorsement written exam
practice test questions and answers.
This CDL practice test study guide contains information for
those drivers who operate a combination of vehicles with a
GVWR of 26,001 or more pounds provided the GVWR of the
vehicle(s) being towed is in excess of 10,000 pounds GVW,
which includes ALL Class "A" license applicants. Combination
Vehicle written exam practice test questions and answers.
Provides practice questions that measure knowledge needed
to safely drive a truck or bus and covers air brake systems,
air compressors, air pressure gauges, low air pressure,
alcohol evaporator, inspections, emergencies, and stopping
distances.
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including
Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
Taking the Commercial Driver's License Test? Do You Want
to Ace It? Now You Can With the Help of Official CDL Study
Guide. Would you like to: - Become a professional driver, and
earn a lot of money? - Have a perfect score on the CDL test?
- Be prepared for any question on the test? But you: - Are you
a terrible test taker? - Have trouble absorbing a lot of
information? - Don't have much time to study? If the answer
to any of the questions above is "yes", then you are in for a
treat. This official CDL study guide is here to prepare you
fully, so you can ace that test and become a professional
driver. All the guides you can find inside are written in a
simple and easy to digest manner, perfect for beginners or
people who don't have much time to study. Here's what this
complete guide can offer you: - Smooth study experience:
Discover thorough and comprehensive guides that will help
you absorb a lot of information quickly and easily. - Tests with
full reviews: Use the extensive list of CDL practice tests with
thoroughly reviewed and explained answers, so you'll never
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be unprepared again. - Proven test-taking strategies:
Discover the easiest way to ace the CDL test with expert testtaking strategies. - Top test-taking tips: Learn how to avoid
even the smallest mistakes people make when taking the
CDL test so that you can ensure the perfect score. Even if
you are a terrible test taker or have trouble studying, these
complete beginners guide for taking the CDL test will help you
succeed. So follow these detailed prep guides, set yourself
on a path to success, and ace that test! Scroll up, click on
"Buy Now" and Get Your Copy Now!
"This handy little book was indispensable to me in taking, and
passing, my CDL test the first time. Clear, concise yet
comprehensive, this small guide breaks down the essentials
in what is crucial in successfully passing the pre-inspection
test. Well-worth the money!" --Jeffery "Wow! This is a well put
together study aid that teaches you a simple script of what to
say, word for word to pass the pre-trip inspection test the first
time with ease. It's a quick read and the exercises just take a
little time each day to master. This gave me the confidence I
needed, just by simply following the steps laid out in this
guide. I would recommend anyone seeking to pass their test,
to use this must have guide before hand, it's a life saver! "
--Sue CDL Class A Pre-Trip Inspection Study Guide Pass the
Pre-Trip Inspection Test, the First Time in This Word for
Word, Easy To Remember Guide. If you're taking the Pre-Trip
Inspection Test, you know how stressful and difficult this
experience can be and failing the test can get in the way of
your career. But did you know there's a simple way to pass
the test without constant struggles? Will you pass the Class A
Pre-Trip Inspection Test? Students who used this guide have!
We are teaching you 8 simple steps, to memorize, practice
and pass, your Class A Commercial Driver's License Pre-Trip
Inspection Test! Learn 8 simple steps to pass the Class A
CDL Pre-Trip Inspection test. Learn in an easy to remember
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way, what to say so you can list everything in the time
allotted. Learn word for word, what to say for the Tractor,
Trailer, In-Cab Inspection and the Air Brake Checks. This
study guide allows you the student obtaining the Class A
Commercial Driver's License to learn, practice and
demonstrate the required knowledge to pass your pre-trip
inspection test. Whether your goal is to pass your test to
become a professional truck driver or prepare your company
drivers, this study guidebook is written to prepare and equip
you to pass the CDL Class A Pre-Trip Inspection Test with
confidence. What's inside this comprehensive study
guidebook? Table of Contents Introduction Course Outline
Course Start Step 1 - The Tractor Front Step 2 - The Tractor
Side Step 3 - The Tractor Back Step 4 - The Trailer Front
Step 5 - The Trailer Side Step 6 - The Trailer Back Step 7 The In-Cab Inspection Step 8 - The In-Cab Air Brake Checks
Appendix Overview Appendix A - Tractor Cheat Sheet
Appendix B - Trailer Cheat Sheet Appendix C - In-Cab Cheat
Sheet Appendix D - Pre-Trip Checklist Summary About Brodi
Cutout Pages Overview Cutout Page A - Tractor Cheat Sheet
2 Copies Cutout Page B - Trailer Cheat Sheet 2 Copies
Cutout Page C - In-Cab Cheat Sheet 2 Copies Cutout Page D
- Pre-Trip Checklist 3 Copies Click on the "Add to Cart Button
NOW!"

“Do you have a car?” “Yes, I do, and you’re sitting in it!
Today’s car number is 5481. I get a new car everyday,
and I can hold up to fifty people at once! I get to take you
where you want to go and get paid to do it. I don’t have
to worry about parking, because it is free. I don’t have to
pay for gas because this car uses free city hydroelectric
power. I have a camera to send a bill to someone
blocking my parking space. If there is any trouble, help
can be here in three minutes. I sold my truck when I
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moved here and I haven’t had to pay for tires, batteries,
gas, parking, or insurance. My employer is my insurance
company. The money is coming in, not going out. I am
kind of like the ultimate in ride share, without any carbon
emission!”
A commercial driving license (CDL) is a driver's license
you must acquire before you can operate large, heavy,
and hazardous material vehicles for commercial
purposes. All drivers of CDV (commercial motor vehicle)
in the United States of American are required to have a
CDL. In order to get this particular license, you must first
take and pass the CDL knowledge and skill exams. As
you are getting close to taking your exam, effective
preparations become very crucial. Thankfully you have
acquired this book to help you get prepared. Using this
book correctly will not only help you to prepare very well
but it will also help you to pass your entire test
successfully.This study guide is made up of several
important sections that will help you to be successful in
your exam. It contains tips about exam-taking strategies.
Having great knowledge about a commercial driving
vehicle is not always enough that is why some people
with great information about CDL still struggle during
exams. The tips about the exam-taking strategy will
equip you to know how to read, assess, and answer test
questions accurately.A greater part of this guide contains
similar questions and answers you should expect on
your exam day, this is to enable you to get used to as
many questions as possible ahead of time. The test
questions include; General knowledge test Air brake test
Combination vehicle test, School bus test Hazardous
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material test Tank vehicle test Double and Triple test.Pretrip inspection test Passenger vehicle testThe total
questions from all the test are about 420 questions and
correct answers are provided at the end of each test.
The information contains in this guide is for both
knowledge and skill test. You can take the general
knowledge practice test and any other practical
endorsement test that apply to your vehicle type. This
guide also contains a detailed explanation of some key
elements of CDL, such as Safe driving, Vehicle
inspection, Transportation of cargos, Transportation of
passengers, Air brake system, coupling and uncoupling
of combination vehicle, Tank vehicle as well as loading
and unloading of the hazardous material vehicle. Your
success in the CDL exam is guaranteed, when you
prepare and master all the questions in this study guide
and take advantage of the test-taking strategies.
This CDL practice test study guide contains information
for those who drive a vehicle that is designed or used to
transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver;
therefore needing a Passenger Endorsement on their
CDL license. Passenger Endorsement written exam
practice test questions and answers.
Pass your CDL Test in one Sitting... This book gives the
reader a full knowledge about CDL test questions and a
practical guide on answering them. Several topics are
adequately explained with illustrations, and this includes
steps to obtain A, B and C Licenses. The author's stepby-step approach makes it easier for beginners to grasp
and learn how to operate vehicles with over 26,000
pounds or vehicles with different combinations.There are
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several CDL past questions to acquaint readers with
what to expect on test day.A Preview of what you will get
when you purchase this book include: Introduction to
CDL Certification Why is the CDL Permit Test Important?
Specifications and Requirements for the CDL Permit
Test Overview of CDL General Knowledge Test Steps on
How to Prepare for the CDL Exam Properly Commercial
Driver License Tests What is the passing score of the
CDL test? Some CDL Disqualification Rules and
Regulations Driving Safely Vehicle Inspection What are
the different types of Vehicle Inspection? What to inspect
in a Vehicle CDL General Knowledge Practice Test
Basic Control of Your Vehicle Pneumatic System/Air
Brake The General Principle of the Brake Pneumatic
System Description of the Main Components of the
Pneumatic Brake System How the Air Brake Works Air
Brake System Malfunctions and Their Causes Brake
Failure Proper Braking Technique CDL Air Brakes
Practice Test How to inspect tank vehicles Coupling &
Uncoupling the Trailer The basic rules for driving heavyduty trucks CDL Tanker Practice Test School Buses
Conducting Pre-Trip and Post-Trip Inspections Danger
zones and use of School Bus Mirrors Correct adjustment
of the mirrors Left and right exterior side flat mirrors Left
and right outer side convex mirrors Loading procedures
Unloading procedures during the route Tips on Driving a
School Bus CDL School Bus Practice Test Transporting
Passengers and Goods Safely Tips for Driving At Night
Safely Steps on How to Drive in Fog Emergency and
Safety And Lots More Let's get started, scroll up and
click on the BUY NOW WITH 1-CLICK BUTTON to get
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this book
CDL Practice Test Study Guide: Air BrakesCDL Digest
This CDL practice test study guide contains general
knowledge and safe driving information that all
commercial drivers should know regardless of what class
of vehicle they intend to operate. General Knowledge
written exam practice test questions and answers.
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